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Laptop Architect
Training Webinar

Design, Install and Launch Your 90-Day
Architect Marketing Machine

How to

”“
String.

I work with architects who are 
tired of struggling to attract 
high-quality, repeat clients.

ConnectWithString.com

We’ll be moving fast

Different thinking

I need to get more clients fast,
and I just can’t seem to get in

front of enough quality prospects.

What am I doing wrong?
“

”
Why It’s Harder 
To Get  More Of 

The Right Clients?

Part 1
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How to
Get More Leads In Less Time

Part 2

90-Day
Marketing 
Machine

Part 3

Where are you calling in from?

“ ”
To get more clients,

double your referrals & increase fees
- all without expensive advertising.

My vision for you

My story.
...or why you should even listen to me.

Ticket to freedom?

Got degree...
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Got a J.O.B.

Got paid!

Realisation

I quit
(on good terms)

First business

Stick to the end
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Did it again

Documented system

Where do your current marketing ideas come from?

Industry problem

Different marketing strategies...

Install into your design 

practice ONLY what is 

working...

Apply to design business

Remove the strategies that 

aren’t working...

Filter strategies

Learn from other 

industries and 

professions...

Industry research

1. 2. 3.
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Let’s get started...

Laptop Architect
TrainingWhy It’s Harder 

To Get  More Of 
The Right Clients?

5 reasons
why marketing fails.

Prospects are looking for a solution
... not just a profession. 1

Design skills are not enough

2

The tools they gave you don’t work

3
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“
The only purpose of advertising
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Cold calling sucks

4

Chasing repels clients 5

What’s the impact?

Your marketing fails

Not making enough money
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Waiting for something to happen...

the answer?

You don’t need a business plan...

You need a client getting plan

Marketing 

Triangle

How would you rate your marketing triangle?
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How To
Get More Leads In Less Time

Laptop Architect
Training

Problem with most marketing...

... it’s out of sync 1

Ride the wave

Ride the 

Wave

ride the wave
“... about selling when they’re buying.”
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Are you selling when your clients are buying?
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Laptop Architect
Training

90-Day
Marketing 
Machine

Become your prospect

If/Then 

Process

Marketing Matrix
Every business has a marketing !ow channel that either works, or can be improved. In this exercise you’ll map out a simple marketing !ow to turn lookers into buyers.

Step 1 | Lead Generator - write down your current lead generation strategies

Step 2 | Irresistible O!er - what is it that you o"er to a new prospect

Step 3 | Conversion Tool - how do you convert a looker into a paying client

Step 4 | Deliver Solution - what are the solutions you provide

Step 5 | Post-Sales O!er - what happens after you’ve completed you work
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If/Then Process
Worksheet

Marketing machine question: 
How well does your marketing score?

Is your market, message and media matched?1

Are you selling when clients are most likely to buy?2

Is your marketing and sales funnel effective?3
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What’s been most valuable so far?

Quick Review

Industry problem

Design skills are not enough
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The numbers

How much is one new client worth to you?

How many new clients did you get last month?

What do you want it to be?

How much is it costing you not to handle this?
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The obvious question

How do I create this kind of 
marketing system in my business?“ ”

The choice

You can do it slow and steady

Trial and error

Or fast.
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Take control

System for consistently getting more clients

�����������
������

Architect
Inner Circle

The

Business Blueprint
PHASE 1
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